HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLE FITTINGS
Hafele brings to you, smart height adjustable table fittings that are ergonomically designed to grant you the highest level of flexibility and
comfort. The two models within this range Alti 120 and Alti 80 can be installed anywhere you require a workstation - offices, commercial
business centres shared workspaces, colleges and homes.
This range enables you to change the height of your worktable according to your convenience; while sitting it helps you attain the perfect
posture preventing you from acquiring back ailments or any kind of muscle or eye strain and while standing it helps you burn extra
calories by increasing your cardiovascular activity.

ALTI 120 AND ALTI 80
BETTER ERGONOMICS
Hafele’s Height Adjustable Table Fittings
offer you the complete flexibility to regulate
the height and position of your work top as
per your varying needs and convenience.
Dedicated handsets are supplied for the
tables that help adjust their height in a quick
and simple manner.
INTELLIGENT ANTI-COLLISION
TECHNOLOGY
When the tabletop touches an object during
its operation, the anti-collision system
gets activated and immediately stops the
movement of the table to prevent collision
and injury to the user or the table itself.

BLUETOOTH SYSTEMS
Hafele’s Height Adjustable Table Fittings
come with a Bluetooth 5.0 module receiver
which is connected to the control box and
makes operating it easy and touchless. All
you need to do is install the AiDesk mobile
application and connect your table to it.

FINEST WORKMANSHIP
The products used in the manufacturing of
these table fittings are of high-quality and
are a result of careful research, precise
production as well as full extensive tests.
They come with a quality warranty of 5
years onYears
manufacturing defect.

MOBILE APP
The Bluetooth module provided along with
the fittings gets connected to a mobile
application, AiDesk which can be used to
control the table. In addition to the handset
functions of adjusting the height of the
tables, the app also monitors your sitting /
standing time, calories burnt and lets you
set target moving time for a day.

CUSTOMIZATION
With Alti 80 and Alti 120, we provide you
with the fittings, leaving you with the
complete freedom of choosing the tabletop
material – wood, laminate, glass or stone
surfaces like Dekton® to match with your
interiors.
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Warranty

* Terms and conditions apply, as per Hafele’s Warranty Terms

ALTI 120

Speed: 35 mm/ s
Height: min. 612 mm/ max. 1262 mm (excluding the tabletop)
Width: 1080 to 1800 mm
Depth: 680 mm
Load Capacity: 120 kg
Noise: <50 dB
Material: Steel
Finish: Grey Powder Coated
Feet Dimensions: 700 × 70 mm
Suggested Worktop Size (Width × Depth):1200 -1800 × 600 - 800 mm
Bluetooth: Available
Operated through: Handset and AiDesk mobile application
HANDSET FOR ALTI 120

The handset controls different operations of Alti 120 and carries out the following
functions:
Changes and fixes the height of the table which is displayed through the
LED Display
Saves selected positions in the memory function
Comes with a USB charging slot
Changing settings like upper and lower limit, anti-collision sensitivity, etc.,

Article No.: 633.50.867

HEALTH BENEFITS OF HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLES
Better heart health and reduced
cardiovascular risk factors

Reduced back ailments by constant change in posture and
better contour for back according to your height and weight

Weight regulation

Higher productivity

ALTI 80
Speed: 40 mm/ s
Height: min. 585/ max. 1235 mm
Depth: 500 mm
Load Capacity: 80 kg
Noise: <50 dB
Material: Steel
Finish: Grey Powder Coated
Foot Dimensions: 500 × 500 mm
Suggested Worktop Size (Width × Depth): ≤ 800 × 800 mm
Bluetooth: Available
Operated through: Handset and AiDesk mobile application

HANDSET FOR ALTI 80
The handset is used to
increase or decrease the
height of Alti 80.

Article No.: 633.50.868
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